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There's a girl in a picture that hangs on my wall
And God I love to see that smile
And though it wasn't taken so long ago
Sometimes it seems like a million miles,

Life can sure take up our time
Worries sure fill up our minds
Til' we forget that we forgot
Who we are for who we're not.

So baby what you say?
We make today the day
We jump off that runaway train
Do a little barefoot dancin' in the rain

Baby come on
Let's get lost for a little while
And we won't come back til we find that
Smile.

Well you know I need to go to work
They say money is time
But what's the use of makin' more money
If we work until the sun don't shine

Hey, look out the window and there it is
Darin' us like two crazy kids
Sayin' come on y'all, get it in gear
There's a whole lotta life waitin' out here!

So baby what you say?
We make today the day
We jump off that runaway train
Do a little barefoot dancin' in the rain

Baby come on
Let's get lost for a little while
And we won't come back til we find that
Smile.

When Monday morning comes
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I'm gonna have to pull a double shift
Oh, but I'll be smiling
Thinkin' 'bout all the crazy things we did

Hey, hey, baby what you say?
We make today the day
We jump off that runaway train
Do a little barefoot dancin' in the rain

Baby come on
Let's get lost for a little while
And we won't come back til we find that
Ain't comin' back til we find that
Won't come back til we find that
Smile.

There's a girl in a picture that hangs on my wall
And God I love to see her smile
God I love to see her smile

Smile
God I love to see her smile
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